This paper presents a framework for confirming deadlock potentials detected by runtime analysis of a single run of a multi-threaded program. The multi-threaded program under examination is instrumented to emit lock and unlock events. When the instrumented program is executed, a trace is generated consisting of the lock and unlock operations performed during that specific run. A lock graph is constructed which can reveal deadlock potentials in the form of cycles. The effectiveness of this analysis is caused by the fact that successful non-deadlocking runs yield as good, and normally better, information as deadlocking runs. Each cycle is then used to construct an observer that can detect the occurrence of the corresponding real deadlock, should it occur during subsequent test runs; and a controller, which, when composed with the program, determines the optimal scheduling strategy that will maximize the probability for the corresponding real deadlock to occur. The framework is formalized in terms of transition systems and is implemented in Java.
INTRODUCTION

Background
Deadlocks form one of the important error categories of concurrent computer systems. This paper presents a technique for detecting deadlock potentials and for confirming the real deadlocks corresponding to these warnings. Normally one distinguishes between two kinds of deadlocks [19, 15] : resource deadlocks and communication deadlocks. A set of processes, or threads, is resource deadlocked if each process in the set requests a resource, a lock, held by another process in the set, forming a cycle of lock requests. In communication deadlocks, messages are the resources for which processes wait. In this paper we focus only on resource deadlocks, from now on referred to as deadlocks.
Locks are used to protect data against data races where several threads access shared objects simultaneously. Data races form the other problematic error category of concurrent systems and the avoidance of data races unfortunately frequently causes deadlocks when the locking discipline used results in cyclic lock acquisitions. The difficulty in detecting deadlocks comes from the fact that concurrent programs typically are non-deterministic: several executions of the same program on the same input may yield different behaviors due to slight differences in the way threads are scheduled.
The presented work builds on the previous work presented in [3] , in which a very effective algorithm and a system were described for detecting deadlock potentials in multithreaded Java programs. The algorithm described in [3] fundamentally examines a single execution trace, or program run, where lock and unlock events have been recorded, for example in a log file. On the basis of these locking events a lock graph is built, which with high probability will contain cycles in case deadlock potentials are present. That is, a cycle in the lock graph indicates that the program could potentially deadlock. However, this is not known for sure, which is also why the approach is unsound (a found error potential does not need to reflect a real error) and incomplete (errors may be missed). In this paper we augment the algorithm described in [3] with an extra phase that attempts to force the real deadlocks to occur based on the potentials identified. Although this still does not make the approach sound (nor complete), it does contribute to the information the programmer is given about the lock discipline of his/her program.
Approach
The algorithm presented works as follows. The runtime analysis algorithm described in [3] is first applied to a run of the program, where lock and unlock events are examined and recorded in a lock graph. Cycles in the lock graph represent deadlock potentials. Each such cycle, printed out in a readable format or visualized, might be enough information for the programmer to determine whether it represents a real problem or not. However, the result may be doubted, and we will then want to observe an actual deadlock corresponding to the suggested potential. The augmentation described in this paper does exactly that. The cycle forms the basis for constructing a test harness consisting of an observer that detects when the program actually deadlocks, and a controller that tries to steer the program into the deadlock suggested by the cycle. The program is then instrumented a second time, this time to interact with the observer and the controller: the controller is asked for permission to perform lock and unlock operations, and the observer is told which locks are locked and unlocked. The controller essentially attempts to prioritize lock operations performed by the threads involved in cycles in such a manner that the probability of a deadlock situation is increased. The framework is formalized in terms of transition systems and is implemented in Java. However, the methodology is language independent and can for example as well be applied to C and C++ programs that use POSIX threads [16] .
Related work
Detection of deadlock potentials
A basic version of the runtime analysis algorithm described in [3] was previously implemented in the commercial tool Visual Threads [13] . This basic algorithm constructs a lock graph and detects cycles from a single non-deadlocking execution run. However, the basic algorithm can give false positives, putting a burden on the user to refute such. Our work in [3] augmented this work by minimizing the false positives in three cases: cycles within one thread, cycles under gate locks (a common lock taken first by all involved threads), and cycles between thread segments that cannot possibly execute in parallel. In yet earlier work we presented the GoodLock algorithm [10] which also attempts to improve the basic lock graph algorithm presented in [13] by reducing false positives in the presence of gate locks. This algorithm was based on building acyclic lock trees (rather than cyclic lock graphs as in [13] ) but was limited to the detection of deadlocks between pairs of threads, rather than between any number of threads as in [3] . The latter and more recent solution builds directly on the cyclic graph model in [13] . In [21] is described an algorithm that extends the GoodLock algorithm for reducing false positives in presence of gate locks with the capability of detecting deadlock potentials between any number of treads (and not just two). This algorithm uses a combination of acyclic lock trees and cyclic lock graphs to represent locking patterns in a program run. In that work a framework is furthermore suggested for using static analysis in combination with dynamic analysis to detect deadlocks.
In these pieces of work a single execution trace is used as basis for the dynamic analysis. The ConTest tool [8] is able to analyze several execution traces, generated from several runs of the program being tested, creating a single locking model that is then analyzed. This approach is useful to reduce false negatives (missed errors).
Static analysis, such as performed by tools like [21] , JLint [1] , PolySpace [18] and ESC [6] , analyze the source code without executing it. Static analysis can be very efficient and is generally preferable to dynamic analysis and testing techniques since one does not need to run the program, reducing the burden to compile and establish test cases. However, static analysis yields even more false positives and additionally cannot well analyze programs where the object structure is very dynamic. As described in [21] the ideal solution is a combination of static and dynamic analysis where each part supports the other.
Confirmation of deadlock potentials
In [10] an approach is described to detect deadlock potentials using runtime analysis and confirm them using model checking. The runtime analysis as well as confirmation algorithms were programmed as modifications to the Java PathFinder software model checker [22] . The runtime analysis would detect deadlock potentials and create a set of warnings. This information was then used to focus the model checker to only consider threads involved in the warnings, or having direct influence on such threads, and all possible interleavings would be tried for these involved threads. The approach presented in this paper attempts to approach this from a testing perspective, avoiding the need for a model checker.
Model checking has generally recently been applied directly to software, including the Java PathFinder system [11, 22] and other similar systems [9, 14, 4, 2, 20, 17, 7] . A model checker explores all possible execution paths of the program, and will therefore theoretically eventually expose a potential deadlock. This process is, however, quite resource demanding, in memory consumption as well in execution time, for large realistic programs.
The ConTest tool [8] attempts to expose deadlocks by inserting sleep and yield statements at specific locations in the code of the program under test. This is a technique to try and influence the behavior of the scheduler and hence be able to explore more execution scenarios, thereby increasing the chance of detecting a deadlock. The tool does, however, not use reports on deadlock potentials to steer the program under test into corners with high probability of deadlocking.
Outline of paper
Section 2 outlines the methodology of the approach and the involved components. Section 3 introduces preliminary concepts and notation used throughout the rest of the paper. Section 4 describes how from a cycle representing a deadlock potential to construct an observer that can detect the occurrence of the corresponding real deadlock, should it occur during test runs. Section 5 describes how to construct the controller which acts as a scheduler, how to instrument the program under test, and how to execute the instrumented program, the observer and the controller together. Section 6 discusses implementation issues and experimental results, while Section 7 concludes the paper. 
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Figure 1: Methodology
Our methodology is illustrated in figure 1 . It consists of the following phases:
1. Automatic detection of deadlock potentials in a multithreaded program, the system under test (SUT), by examining a single execution trace.
2. Automatic generation of an observer for each cycle in the resulting lock graph.
3. Instrumentation of the system under test for the purpose of confirming deadlock potentials.
4. Search for "incorrect execution traces", by performing multiple "controlled runs".
We now elaborate on each of the phases in what follows. The first step is to detect deadlock potentials in the implemented system under test. The Jpax deadlock analyser [3] consists of two main modules, an instrumentation module and an observer module. The instrumentation module automatically instruments the bytecode class files of the multi-threaded program under test by adding new instructions that when executed generate the execution trace consisting of lock and unlock events needed for the analysis. The observer module reads the event stream and performs the deadlock analysis. That is, the instrumented program under observation is then executed, while the lock and unlock events are observed. A graph of locks is built, with edges between locks symbolizing locking orders. Any cycle in the graph signifies a deadlock potential. Having obtained the lock graph, the second step consists in generating automatically an observer for each cycle in the lock graph. The observer is a testing device. It observes the system under test. The last step is to control the execution of the SUT. If this execution is "accepted" by the observer, it means that it contains a deadlock (acceptance here means error detection).
PRELIMINAIRIES
General notations
A Labelled Transition System (LTS for short) is a quadru- 
Program models and observers
A Java program that we consider can be viewed as a pair (T , O), where T = {Ti | i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}} is a set of parallel threads Ti, that synchronize on a set of shared resources
Intuitively, action L(Ti, Oj) (resp. U (Ti, Oj)) denotes a lock (resp. unlock) statement performed by Ti on resource Oj, and τ denotes any other action. According to the semantics of lock and unlock actions, the behaviour of a program P = (T , O) can be expressed by an LTS SP = (Q, A, R, qinit) such that: 
, and R is the smallest set verifying the following rules:
A (partial) deadlock of P is a state p of SP in which a subset of threads T are mutually waiting for a same set of resources to be freed. It is formalized in the following definition:
Definition 1 (Deadlock states). Let P be a program and SP its associated LTS. P contains a deadlock state, denoted by deadlock(P), iff there exists a state
Finally, an observer is an LTS equiped with a set of distinguished states (its accepting states). Execution sequences of the observer that end in an accepting state are said to be accepted by the observer: 
FROM DEADLOCK POTENTIALS TO OBSERVERS
Deadlock detection
In Java, a thread can lock an object using the synchronized statement, or by declaring methods on the shared object synchronized, which is equivalent. For example, a thread t can obtain a lock on an object A and then execute a statement S while having that lock by executing the following statement: synchronized(A){S}. During the execution of S, no other thread can obtain a lock on A. The lock is unlocked when the scope of the synchronized statement is left; that is, when execution passes the curly bracket: '}'.
The algorithm for detecting deadlock potentials we use, extends an existing algorithm by reducing the amount of false positives reported [3] , and has been implemented in the Java PathExplorer tool [12] . This algorithm is neither Figure 2 : Example containing four cycles, only one of which represents a deadlock potential sound nor complete, but it scales and it is very effective: it finds bugs with high probability and it yields few false positives. In essence, the algorithm for detecting deadlock potentials works as follows. The multi-threaded program under observation is executed, while just lock and unlock events are observed. A graph of locks is built, with edges between locks symbolizing locking orders. An edge, in the lock graph, between two locks o1 and o2 and labelled by t, means that t owns o1 while tacking o2. Any cycle in the graph signifies a potential for a deadlock.
The main task performed by the detection algorithm is to find cycles among transactions, illustrating the potential for threads waiting for resources held by other threads in a cyclic manner. The detection of cyclic locking acquisitions can yield false positives that do not represent real deadlocks. Three categories of false positives can be avoided by the deadlock analyser in Jpax. The first category, single threaded cycles, refer to cycles that are created by one single thread. Guarded cycles refer to cycles that are guarded by a gate lock "taken higher" up by all involved threads. Finally, thread segmented cycles refer to cycles between thread segments that cannot possibly execute concurrently. For the example in Figure 2 , the deadlock analyser Jpax generates only one real deadlock potential between threads T2 and T3, corresponding to a cycle on L1 and L2 (see lock graph in Figure 3 ). The three other cycles in this graph correspond to false positives, and the detection algorithm eliminates them. The single threaded cycle within T1 clearly does not represent a deadlock. The guarded cycle between T1 and T2 does not represent a deadlock since both threads must acquire the gate lock G first. Finally, the thread segmented cycle between T1 and T3 does not represent a deadlock since T3 will execute before T1 executes its last synchronization segment.
From lock graph cycles to observers
The idea here is to build an observer from a cycle in the lock graph. The obtained observer will characterize all possible interleavings that lead to a deadlock state. This can be done as follows. First, for each edge in a cycle of the lock graph we associate an (atomic) observer with two transitions. Then the parallel composition of all these atomic observers can be seen as the global observer that characterizes the potential deadlock.
Definition 3 (Atomic observer). Let C be a cycle in the lock graph and e k = (oi, T, oj) the k
th edge in C. We associate an atomic observer O k = (Obs k , Accept k ) to the edge e k , such that :
, where : 1. Q k , the set of states, is {2k − 1, 2k}, The product of the atomic observers associated to the all edges of one cycle should represent all possible interleavings of the lock/unlock events from different threads in this cycle, respecting that locks can only be held by one thread at a time. The composed observer is defined as follows.
A k , the finite alphabet of actions, has two elements L(T, oj) and U (T, oj)
3. R k has two transitions: 2k − 1 L(T,o j ) −→ 2k and 2k U (T,o j ) −→ 2k − 1,
Definition 4 (Observer associated to a Cycle). Let C = e1, . . . , en be a cycle in the lock graph and O
k = (Obs k , Accept k ) for k = 1, .
. . , n be the atomic obervers associated with each edge e k in C, where Obs k is the quadruplet
We define the observer OC associated to the cycle C by (ObsC, AcceptC), such that :
is the composition of the labelled transition systems Obs
, where : L(T 3 , L2), 4), (4, U(T 3 , L2), 3)}, 3), {4}) For the cycle the observer is OC = (ObsC, {2, 4}) , where ObsC is the transition system in Figure 4 .
Figure 4: The transition system of observer OC
CONFIRMATION OF DEADLOCK POTENTIALS
In the previous section we saw how each cycle of the lock graph produced by Jpax can be turned into an observer, able to reveal the corresponding real deadlock in the program under verification, in case the potential is not a false positive and has such a real manifestation. In particular, if an execution sequence of this program is accepted by this observer, then this sequence contains a deadlock (i.e., a state in which a group of threads are waiting for mutual unlock actions on the same resource set).
Program execution guided by an observer
In this section we show how the program execution can be guided by this observer to increase the chance of exhibiting such a deadlock state. Instead of just monitoring the program with the observer, we propose to control its execution in order to favour the execution sequences that make progress towards an accepting state of the observer. This is achieved in the following way:
Instrumentation phase
First, the program under test is modified:
• A new controller thread is added, in charge of driving the program execution towards an observer's accepting state.
• Each program statement a (performed by a thread T ) which is monitored by the observer (a is a lock or unlock instruction) is replaced by a two way communication with the controller: Req(a), request from the thread T to perform action a, followed by Grant(a), response from the controller to grant this action. The thread T is blocked until reception of this grant, and it executes action a when it receives it (in an atomic way).
Execution phase
Then, this instrumented program is executed:
• The controller blocks all the requests it receives.
• When all monitored threads are blocked (or when a timer expires, to avoid an infinite wait), it liberates one of them to allow progress towards an accepting state. unlock requests are always granted first corresponding to a "backtrack" in the observer's state space. Otherwise lock requests are granted in such a manner as to give all threads involved in a deadlock cycle their first lock before any thread is granted permission to its second lock (which it then cannot get).
This approach is formalised in the next paragraph.
Formalization
The instrumentation phase can be modelled as an LTS transformation parameterized by an action set A, as explained in the definition below.
Definition 5 (Instrumented LTS).
Let M = (Q M , A M , R M , q M init ) be
an LTS. The instrumented LTS M of M with respect to the action set A, denoted by instrument(M, A), is the LTS (Q
Let P = (T , O) be a program, and Obs = (Obs, Accept) an observer. In the following we denote by P the instrumented program obtained by replacing each LTS ST i by its instrumented version
S' T i ) with respect to the observer's action set A Obs . That is, we have that
Obs ). The execution phase consists in a program execution guided by a Controller thread towards an accepting state of the observer. Therefore the Controller thread should maintain the current observer's state (according to the actions executed so far by the program) and the status of the threads monitored by this observer (i.e., are they currently blocked on a lock or a unlock action). This status can be modeled by two tuples: x1, x2, . . . , xn) 
• b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) , where bi is a boolean value equal to true if thread Ti is blocked and to false otherwise.
The Controller thread can be expressed by an LTS
• R CTR is the smallest set obtained by applying the rules in Figure 5 • q
The resulting instrumented program behaviour during the execution phase can then be modelled by an LTS S CTR P = (Q, A, R, qinit) such that:
• R is the smallest set obtained by applying the rules in Figure 5 ,
Intuitively the rules in Figure 5 can be interpreted as follows (an application example is presented in the next section):
• Rule R4 states that if an accepting state of the controller has been reached, then the current execution sequence terminates in the special deadlock state δ.
• Rules R5 and R6 correspond to a request received from thread Ti: this thread becomes blocked ( b(i) is set to true), and the requested action is stored ( x(i) is updated).
• Rules R7 and R8 correspond to a grant issued by the Controller: when all the threads are currently blocked ( b is equal to true), then if an unlock action can be performed, it is granted (rule R8), otherwise a lock action is granted (rule R7).
The rules are applied such that lock releases have highest priority and lock requests that do not maximize the probability of a deadlock have lowest priority. Those are the secondary lock requests that would block in a deadlock situation. The result will be that all threads take their first lock first, and now cannot get their second lock.
Finally, it is easy to prove that whenever a deadlock state is found during a guided execution, then it corresponds to a real deadlock in the original program (since the Controller only restricts the program behaviour): 
∃i. 
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The technique proposed in this paper to confirm the existence of potential deadlocks revealed by Jpax using guided execution is currently under implementation. However, a first prototype does exist, and its use has confirmed the utility of this approach. We discuss in this section some of the implementation issues, and give some experimental results obtained with the tool.
Implementation issues
According to the methodology described in the previous section, guiding a program towards the accepting state of an observer requires two successive phases: instrumentation of the original program (the program under test), and execution of this instrumented program in coordination with a Controller thread.
Instrumentation
The program instrumentation is performed at the byte code level using the Bcel byte code analysis and transformation tool [5] . The instrumentation phase consists of a traversal of the byte code program's abstract syntax tree while inserting the communications with the Controller before each relevant instruction, according to definition 5. Relevant instructions considered so far are entry and exit points of synchronisation blocks (monitorenter and monitorexit at the bytecode level).
Communications between the instrumented threads and the Controller are implemented by means of message exchanges using sockets. This solution allows to run the Controller thread on a remote machine, if necessary (i.e., if the test architecture does not allow to run it directly on the same platform as the program under test). Messages sent by a thread Ti to the Controller contains the following information: the thread id of Ti, the request type (lock or unlock actions corresponding to entry and exit of a synchronized block), and the identity of the object to lock or unlock, that could be either a method variable, a class variable or the object of a method (when the synchronized block corresponds to a synchronized method).
Execution with the Controller thread:
The Controller thread first reads as input an observer description and then starts the program under test and interacts with it. It maintains a set of data structures allowing to implement the rules R4 to R8 described in figure 5 : the current observer state, the current set of locked threads ( b), and the current set of requested actions ( x). The Controller implementation is then rather straightforward: it receives request messages from the program under test, and behaves according to rules R4 to R8. However, to avoid an infinite wait of the Controller (when the running thread Ti will no longer perform any request action), a timer is used to indicate to the Controller to "liberate" another blocked thread (if any), applying rule R7 or R8, increasing the chance to reach an accepting state. Finally, the Controller can also store the current execution sequence to issue a kind of "diagnostic trace" if an accepting state of the observer is reached.
Some experimental results
In our experiments with this first prototype we only considered rather simple Java programs. Our purpose here was only to identify some potential problems in our implementation, and to roughly evaluate its performance (in terms of execution time, and ability to detect deadlocks). Checking its scalability to larger examples would clearly require more experiments.
The pseudo-Java code below describes a program with two parallel threads T1 and T2 entering two nested synchronization blocks (associated to variables a and b) depending on the value of a static variable x. 
. }
Executing this program may lead to a deadlock. Surpisingly this deadlock happens to be difficult to observe in practice, even when running this program on several platforms, or with several Java runtime environments. However it is immediately found when this program is instrumented and executed in conjunction with the Controller thread. A possible guided execution is illustrated in Figure 6 .
CONCLUSION
A framework has been presented for detecting deadlocks in multi-threaded programs. The detection consists of two phases: a deadlock potential identification phase, and a deadlock potential confirmation phase. During the first phase the program is instrumented to emit locking events to a runtime analyzer, which builds a lock graph where cycles represent deadlock potentials. In the second phase the original program is again instrumented, this time to communicate with an observer that can detect the occurrence of real deadlocks and a controller that can drive the application into the deadlocks suggested by the cycles. The observer and the controller are synthesized from the cycles produced during the first phase. The framework has been formalized in terms of transition systems and has been implemented in Java. A small set of test cases have been performed, illustrating that deadlocks are found efficiently and effectively due to the first phase, and that true positives (real deadlocks) can be confirmed and demonstrated automatically. The approach is attractive since it does not require user provided input (beyond the program) and since the technique seems to scale very well. A combination with static analysis as described in [21] together with a random scheduling framework as de- [8] would be a very strong defense against deadlocks in realistically sized programs and will be pursued in future work.
